
 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

 

The following report represents the research, workflow and findings relating to development of an              

Augmented Reality application, meant as support for the mentally disabled. Research aimed to             

validate the potential of AR technology to be used as an assistive tool, by providing guidance and                 

help users accomplish everyday activities. The scenario of making microwave popcorn was chosen as              

the base activity for research, and the AR application was primed towards portable handheld              

devices. A user-centered approach to design was deployed, in order for the finalized prototype to               

better accommodate the targeted user group, and to ensure more accurate test results. The              

application proved promising when presented to participants outside the targeted group, but            

findings fell short of accurately validating the hypothesis, due to a nationwide lockdown as a result                

of the COVID-19 epidemic. Nevertheless, preliminary findings remain valuable and further research            

into the topic is encouraged. 
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1 Introduction 
In recent years, interest towards healthcare technologies aimed to improve quality of life have              

become a hot topic for research and development, both within the private and public sector. One of                 

the key drivers behind this push has been the current aging world society, where the demand for                 

care has been taking a toll on the availability of healthcare workers. Most elderly prefer staying in                 

their own homes for as long as possible, fostering a sense of independence through living normal                

lives within safe and familiar surroundings. But as their health deteriorates with age or due to other                 

conditions, the need for support in one form or another becomes a necessity in order to get through                  

each day. Naturally, this does not only apply to the elderly, but individuals of all ages suffering from                  

various kinds of physical or mental conditions. 

From the healthcare workers perspective, provided support and tasks may be as varied as              

they are plentiful, spanning from simple household chores to administering life critical procedures             

on their patients. Their job description may also pertain to a significant amount of responsibilities               

that goes well beyond any professional education acquired to qualify for their position. As a result,                

healthcare workers often foster patient activity during visits, as a preventive measure against health              

deterioration, by promoting exercise and encouraging patients to take personal initiative. 

Recent technological advancements have set the stage for a wide range of assistive tools to               

promote more independent living, enabling users to keep to their schedules, monitoring their vital              

condition, helping them to perform tasks as well as to learn new ones. One such technology is                 

Augmented Reality, enabling users to visualize information needed through a tablet or a             

smartphone. This report focuses on one aspect of AR utilization, and how the technology can be                

used to give a step-by-step guide on how to operate household appliances. The aim being to                

promote independent living and improve quality of life, as well as allowing caretakers to put more                

focus on their academic skills during visits. 

1.1 Research Motivation 

Augmented Reality has been one of many identified technologies primed for medical research, but              

the overall focus has been towards education and training purposes for professionals. Although the              

technology is now widely available, issues pertaining to cost, practical adaptation, utilization stability             

and overall usability may have prevented private healthcare adaptation thus far. Nevertheless, some             

research has been conducted on potential patient utilization for the intended purpose of             

empowerment, but data obtained so far have revealed mixed results[1]. This thesis aims at a slightly                

different approach, putting more focus on the user experience, and utilizing AR technology to better               

accommodate patients needs. Based on previous research and knowledge acquired throughout the            

master's program, motivation for the thesis pertains to providing a contribution to this research,              

whilst personally acquiring more knowledge on both technology and utilization potential within the             

healthcare sector. 
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1.2 Scope and Structure of Thesis 

Narrowing the thesis scope required preliminary research into the field of healthcare, current             

available technology, and the potential for other assistive technologies to be more commonly             

embraced. The problem statement addresses the potential of Augmented Reality as an assistive             

technology, as well as a source of promoting behavioural change for individuals suffering from              

cognitive disabilities, more specifically Down's syndrome or related conditions. Based on preliminary            

findings, the hypothesis concerns such groups' ability to utilize the technology, and whether or not               

AR could aid them in their activities, thus having a positive impact in their lives and making them                  

more self-reliant. A specific use case was chosen as the basis for the thesis, involving the activity of                  

making microwave popcorn safely and reliably through guidance provided by an AR application.             

Hypothesis and Research questions were structured in such a way as to validate users ability to                

utilize the needed technology, as well as conducting the specific step-by-step tasks of making the               

microwave popcorn. 

During project progress, certain limitations became apparent, relating to both technology           

and utilization, as well as opportunities to perform user tests during an ongoing global virus               

epidemic. As a result, some theory elements have not been referenced directly and adequately              

throughout later chapters as intended. These and other limitations are described more in detail              

throughout the methodology chapter, with reference to both cause and how they limited the              

research. 

1.3 Goals and Expectations 

Although the main goal for the research project aimed to prove the hypothesis through              

questionnaires and prototype testing, a complementary goal involved focusing on creating a            

user-centered design during development. As a result, the final design could be optimized in such a                

way as to reinforce chances of successful conduct during utilization. Furthermore, tailoring the             

experience toward user needs could result in a higher degree of perceived usefulness, encouraging              

users to continue utilizing the application beyond the master's thesis. 
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2 Theory 
The following chapter highlights the main learning strategy related to this thesis, sensory             

preferences for learning, as well as relevant concepts supporting learner progression. Relevant            

technologies are also defined, and finally key concepts within the human-centered design process             

are highlighted and explained. 

2.1 Learning Theory 

Taking into account the broad range of learning theories offered, four foundational domains are              

usually considered as covering the specific approaches: behaviourist, cognitive, constructive, and           

humanist theory[2]. Although all theories provide different approaches, they all share important            

insights into what makes for effective and efficient learning. Typically, research and teaching involve              

a combination of theory domains, dependent on the actual content and scenario for learning. This               

report will focus on behaviourism, and how its broad principles differ from other main schools of                

learning theory.  

2.1.1 The Behaviourist Learning Model 

Behaviourism ranks as one of the initial learning theories developed, and considers learning to be a                

result of stimulation and reinforcement. The theory is initially associated with the work of              

psychologists Edward Thorndike and Ivan Pavlov[3], based on the assumption that learning is             

manifested by a change in behaviour, that the environment shapes behaviour, and that the              

principles of contiguity and reinforcement are central to explaining the learning process[4].  

Behavioural experiments were conducted on animals, subjecting them to puzzle boxes for            

rewards. Psychologist and behaviourist Burrhus Frederic Skinner built on the ideas of Thorndike and              

Pavlov, presenting the term operant conditions in 1937, describing the process in which learning can               

occur through reinforcement and punishment[5]. In human terms, teachers aim to acquire specific             

behavioural outcomes from their learners through a defined set of learning objectives by introducing              

positive and negative feedback mechanisms. Success is assessed based on the achievement of             

behavioural outcomes predicted by the learning objectives. 

Unlike Cognitivism, behaviourism does not account for participants' mental state, but rather            

achieving behavioural change. Neither does behaviourism focus on willfulness, creativity and           

autonomy of participants like constructivism, but only on reaching predicted outcomes. Finally,            

where humanism focuses on the participants' needs and self-direction, behaviourisms concern lie            

with learning outputs and following single events for stimuli response. Even though being a century               

old theory, and considered both inferior and opposite schools of learning compared to the other               

three, behaviourism still holds ground as an powerful force of learning[6]. 
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Behavioural change through positive and negative reinforcement gained ground during the           

1960s and 70s, as a practiced method towards destructive behaviour among mentally disabled             

patients[7]. The increased demand for practical working solutions shifted prior focus on causality to              

explain patient behaviour towards developing techniques of treatment such as “overcorrection” and            

“timeout”. Recent decades have shown a shift back to cause-based analysis, but developed             

techniques are still frequently practiced as means to achieve desired outcome. 

2.1.2 Individual Development Through Scaffolding 

The idea of scaffolding is a broadly used term, both as physical objects supporting construction, and                

a theoretical concept of aid when learning. It is a central part of social constructive pedagogy, and                 

implies adding temporary support mechanisms within the development process. In learning terms,            

the concept originated with the works of psychologist and social constructivist Lev Vygotsky[8],             

describing a range of methods and techniques with the purpose of exploiting the Zone of Proximal                

Development (ZPD). Figure 2.1 shows Vygotsky’s ZPD model where knowledge is divided into 3              

zones. While the inner zone illustrates knowledge learners are able to assimilate by themselves, the               

middle zone shows knowledge that can be acquired with assistance. The outer zone is unachievable,               

until enough competence has been acquired and potentially new or modified scaffolding bridges the              

gap. As with construction, scaffolding for learning is meant as temporary constructs, gradually             

modified or removed when knowledge has been assimilated, thus continuously achieving expected            

level of knowledge development. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The Zone of Proximal Development[8] 
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Gordon Wells broadened the definition of ZPD to apply to ”any situation in which, while               

participating in an activity, individuals are in the process of developing mastery of a practice or                

understanding a topic[9]. The general idea being that ZPD can be applied to any form of skill, putting                  

more emphasis on the guidance being the difference between assisted versus unassisted            

performance[10]. 

2.2 The VARK Modalities 

Elements of the VARK model stems from the work of Neil D. Flemming and Colleen Mills[11],                

conducting questionnaires towards students in order to map their sensory preferences. Fleming and             

Mills suggested four modalities that seemed to affect the learning experiences between students             

and teachers as shown in figure 2.2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: The VARK Model[11] 

 

 

The visual preference pertains to graphical presentations such as maps, charts, diagrams,            

icons and symbols that represent wording rather than actual text. Aural, or audio presentation in               

general, describes information that is spoken and heard, such as lectures, radio, phone             

conversations, voice instructions and so on. As the third category implies, reading and writing              

represents all information displayed as words such as manuals, reports, essays and similar. Finally,              

the kinaesthetic category concerns preference of actual experience and practice such as            

demonstrations, simulations, animations and other presentable forms relating to real life. These four             

categories seldom operate distinct from each other, but rather overlap and accommodate one             

another according to individual preferences. 
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The VARK model has frequently been adopted to assess learning styles. One such example is               

research done by Tilanka Chandrasekera and So-Yeon Yoon[12], involving how preferences affect AR             

and VR utilization and the creative design processes. When considering the kinaesthetic and visual              

category of the VARK model as to perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use(PEU),               

Chandrasekera and Yoon concluded that learners preferred the AR environment over the one             

presented by VR. 

2.3 Motivation 

One critical component for reaching one's goals is some form of motivational drive. Derived from the                

Latin word movere, meaning “to move'', motivation creates a presence of purpose, and desire for               

personal achievement. Historically, the field of psychology explained that motivation originated from            

either basic biological drives such as hunger, thirst and sex, or the more extrinsic rewards and                

punishments. This simplistic perspective was later expanded upon, as observations showed both            

humans and animals engaging in behaviours that seem to be ends to themselves, rather than a                

means to specific outcomes[13]. 

Motivation involves a constellation of beliefs, perceptions, values, interests, and actions that            

are a natural part of everyday life, from choosing to get out of bed in the morning, keeping fit by                    

exercising and paying bills on time, to being productive at work and helpful in the community. As a                  

concept, motivation is used in many different disciplines to analyse reasons for human behaviour,              

acknowledged to potentially enhance or diminish individual performance and efficiency[14].          

Whether the driving factor is personal interest, excitement, curiosity or more external driven,             

motivation remains an essential part of breaking the status quo and continuing moving in one               

direction or another.  

2.3.1 Intrinsic versus Extrinsic Motivation 

As the word implies, intrinsic motivation has an internal origin, projecting will and interest outwards               

towards the activity at hand, and doing so without any need for external cues or rewards. Harry F.                  

Harlow coined the term after studying rhesus monkeys solving puzzles through pure self-gratification             

with no external incentives[15]. His work brought forth the notion of the third human drive, and the                 

need for directing one's own life, learning, creating and outperforming expectations through inner             

motivation. Intrinsic motivation supports a meta-theoretical assumption by Professors Edward L.           

Deci and Richard M. Ryan, claiming that individuals have a natural desire to engage with their                

surroundings[16]. As pointed out by Deci and Ryan: “Intrinsic motivation involves doing an activity              

because it is interesting and enjoyable"[17], hence drawing motivation from what is conceived to be               

pleasure and self-rewarding activities. Given the right incentives, such as individual need for             

autonomy and competence, intrinsic motivation can be triggered and flourish. This is especially             

. 
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apparent within education, where results lead to deeper learning of academic content and better              

performance at heuristic tasks, as well as challenges requiring conceptual development and            

understanding[20]. 

In contrast, extrinsic motivation deals with external influences, and rely on incentives such             

as reward or punishment in order to affect motivation and promote specific behaviour. As an               

example, the “carrot and stick” theory, put forth by Jeremy Bentham during the industrial              

revolution, claimed that workers are self-interested, motivated by the desire to avoid pain or seek               

pleasure, thus will work only if the reward is big enough, or the punishment sufficiently               

unpleasant[21]. 

Both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation have their place of purpose, but the different source              

of incentives and rewards makes them hard to combine for optimal effect. Deci and Ryan claim that                 

extrinsic rewards may in some cases maintain or even enhance intrinsic motivation, but more often               

than not the opposite becomes a reality, resulting in overall motivation being undermined[22].             

Experiments seem to suggest that extrinsic motivators can be effective when the task at hand is                

more algorithmic based, with a clear set of instructions, and may be destructive when dealing with                

tasks of a heuristic nature when creativity plays an important role[20]. 

2.3.2 The Strive to Become Competent, Feel Related and Autonomous 

In the early seventies, Deci and Ryan started working on their Self-Determination Theory (SDT),              

based on the prior research comparing extrinsic and intrinsic motivation and their influence on              

human behaviour[23]. A decade later, their first comprehensive statements on SDT were published             

in the mid 1980s[22], covering a wide range of human issues, among them personality development,               

self-regulation, psychological needs, goals and aspirations, energy, vitality and wellbeing. Since then,            

the theory has gotten a strong foothold with a steady increase in related studies published,               

especially within sports, education and healthcare. The theory states that humans have three             

inherent psychological needs that governs individual self-determination figure 2.3.  

 

 

Figure 2.3: Self-Determination Theory[23] 
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The need to feel competent is essential to wellness, and the perceivement of being effective,               

as well as potentially mastering aspects of personal importance, strengthens this notion. Feeling             

autonomous in everyday life, creates a feeling of choice and self-direction, leading to a more               

wholeheartedly backed actions. Finally, the need to feel related and a sense of general belonging,               

both receiving from, and contributing towards others, creating a notion of personal relevance.             

Provided that these three needs are nourished and intrinsic motivation has the chance to flourish,               

individuals will freely seek out what interests them, whether it is labour or education or other. 

Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET), a subsidiary contribution to SDT, focuses on competence            

and autonomy, and how external influences or events affect the degree of intrinsic motivation. As an                

example, events and challenges that are perceived to promote a higher degree of competence will               

strengthen intrinsic motivation, whilst those that leave the individual feeling less able will diminish              

the degree of intrinsic motivation. Likewise, if external information or guidance are considered as              

assisting and helping rather than controlling and threatening towards individual autonomy, intrinsic            

motivation will either be enhanced or undermined[22]. As an example, in a research experiment[21],              

3 groups of blood donors were separately given monetary compensation, a choice of charity to be                

sponsored or giving blood as a voluntary contribution. Results showed that instigating a more fixed               

and controlled transaction, rather than a choice of charity or free act of kindness, eventually resulted                

in reduced participation. 

2.4 The Reality Spectrum 

Conceptualizing “reality”, leaves room for a vast number of interpretations, many dependent on the              

context in which the word is to be defined. In terms of the real world, as opposed to a virtual                    

environment, the former is constrained by the governing laws of physics while the latter only               

constricts the creators imagination and technical expertise. Cambridge Dictionary defines reality as            

“the state of things as they are, rather than as they are imagined to be”[24], while virtual reality is                   

described by Merriam-Webster as ”an artificial environment which is experienced through sensory            

stimuli provided by a computer”[25]. 

Paul Milgram viewed the two concepts as laying on opposite sides of a spectrum, introduced               

as the Reality-Virtuality (RV) continuum[26]. This spectrum, as illustrated in figure 2.4, defines the              

relationship between real and virtual objects, and where different technological concepts are placed             

within the range. As the outermost left part of the continuum defines any real world environment,                

consisting of physical objects (either directly observed or indirectly presented through a window or              

video display), the opposite right end defines completely virtual projected environments such as             

computer based graphical simulations. Between the outer ends, the Mixed Reality domain (MR)             

offers a blend of these two states, related to their degree of virtual influence. 
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Figure 2.4: The Reality Spectrum[26] 

 

This blended range of mixed reality is further broken down into Augmented Reality (AR)              

elements that supplement or blend graphical elements alongside the natural environment, and            

Augmented Virtuality (AV) where the augmentation is supplemented with real-time representations.           

In contrast to complete virtual environments, both AR and AV operate within the boundaries of real                

world environments, whether the case may be to simulate a virtual chair (AR) or produce graphical                

surface overlays (AV) as pictures in figure 2.4 illustrate.  

Though there are clear distinctions between the two, both types of augmentation are often              

referred to with the common denominator AR. However, it is important to grasp the distinction and                

impact between the two, as well as the overall reality-virtuality continuum when developing             

augmented solutions, with the aim of being an immersive and beneficial experience towards users. 

2.4.1 Virtual Reality Technology 

Although VR and utilization has become an increasingly central topic for development these past few               

decades, the concept has related origins from prehistoric imaginary cave drawings, paintings from             

the middle ages and animated moving pictures, to modern industry and game development[27]. The              

term Virtual Reality became broadly known during NASA’s utilization of computer-based simulations            

for space projects in the 1980s[28]. Since then, the technology has slowly gotten a foothold within                

other industries as shown in figure 2.5, due to both hardware and software development becoming               

more affordable and user friendly. 
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The virtual environment simulation, commonly provided by an enclosed head gear providing            

3D computer graphics, immerses users into synthetic worlds that either aim to represent an existing               

or a fictional environment. At the current state of central and graphics processing units (CPUs and                

GPUs), simulations can project a high level of detail and realism, enhancing user immersion. Being on                

the far right of Milgram’s RV continuum, users are completely locked out of their immediate               

surroundings, thus actual movement may be restricted to the correlation between the real world              

and the synthetic simulation. This lack of correspondence can result in loss of spatial awareness that                

may cause user sickness and nausea[29], and in worst cases personal injury if actual movement is                

obstructed. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Oculus VR[30] 

 

2.4.2 Augmented Reality Technology 

In contrast to an enclosed virtual environment, Augmented Reality technology supplements reality            

with graphical illusions, rather than completely replacing the reality users occupy[31]. The degree             

and form in which AR elements intrude within the real world through graphical overlays, determine               

the augmented classification according to Milgram[26]. As shown with VR, Augmented Reality also             

has a related history with various degrees of implementation. From television broadcast with text              

and graphical highlights to Hollywood movie creations where Mixed Reality creates enhanced and             

believable atmospheres where virtual and real objects coexist on the cinematic screen. 

A more modern approach to AR given by Ronald Azuma[32], relating to specific technologies              

such as Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) or Handheld Mobile Augmented Reality (HMAR), assigns             

the following attributes to be met to qualify as Augmented Reality: 

 

1. It should combine the real and the virtual 

2. The augmentations should be interactive in real time 

3. They should be registered in three dimensions 
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Back in 1997, Azuma[32] explored six professional candidates for AR technology, spanning            

from medical visualization, maintenance and repair, annotation, robot path planning, entertainment,           

and military navigation and targeting. With the release of the open source ARToolKit in 1999[33],               

followed up by a vast number of alternatives and complementary software the past two decades               

(ARCore, Vuforia, EasyAR etc.), development has become more mainstream. The result being            

content creation by both professional and private enthusiasts, greatly supported by innovation            

within mobile platforms, covering a much greater span of utilization than suggested by Azuma.  

Due to the highly accessible nature of AR through millions of handheld devices such as               

smartphones and portable tablets, new applications are frequently being developed and offered            

through digital marketplaces. Whether the intention is educational learning, an assistive tool or             

intended for leisure purposes such as playing Pokémon GO[34] or Harry Potter:Wizards Unite[35]             

(figure 2.6), the possibilities are practically endless.  

 

 

Figure 2.6: Pokemon GO[34] and Harry Potter:Wizards Unite[35] 

 

 

Users are free to navigate within the real world environment, and observe any graphical              

augmentations either caught on camera and displayed on a smartphone/tablet or projected on             

lenses when utilizing equipment such as Microsoft HoloLens[36] shown in figure 2.7. Augmented             

objects and surfaces remain stationary and naturally scaled within the real viewed environment. 

Compared to VR, the AR technology is highly process intensive, due to projections being              

calculated in three dimensions and reacting to camera movement within the real world. Complex              

augmentations may result in high battery drain and thermal dissipation, making handheld devices             

both suitable and uncomfortable in use[37]. Specific points of reference are always needed in order               

for any augmentation to appear and position correctly. Reference points calculated through the             

optical camera and calculated by the software with no precise positioning data, can result in               

augmentations that feel jerky or drifts[38]. 
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Figure 2.7: Hololens[36] 

 

 

2.5 Assistive Technology 

Throughout history, humans have relied on technology to assist or complement them in their daily               

lives. In 1877, German philosopher Ernst Christian Kapp defined such assistive technologies as a              

direct morphological extension of human organs[39]. As Bows, slings, and guns extend the ability to               

throw projectiles, chariots, bicycles and motorbikes in turn increase mobility. Canadian philosopher            

Marshall McLuhan[40], while studying the influence of communication media in 1964, expanded the             

definition to accommodate technologies which extended cognitive functions such as writing and            

printing, extending the ability to store information. In more modern terms, assistive technology also              

refers to digital equipment or software that aid users through challenges in order for them to learn,                 

communicate, and become more self-reliant. These subset of devices, more related towards            

cognitive functions have been rightly Assistive Technology for Cognition (ATC)[41], referring to aids             

that are meant to extend human mental capacity and control. 

Although assistive technology of cognition undoubtedly can be used as scaffolding to            

support users throughout their zone of proximal development, available devices may be costly, not              

universally accessible, nor tailored to individual needs. Aids can also hinder personal development,             

and be abused to the extent that utilization becomes an unnecessary addiction rather than              

necessary support. As an example, access and utilization of the internet through various hardware              

platforms creates both a portal into vast amounts of knowledge, but can also lead users down                

undesired paths of excessive usage, losing sense of time, neglecting basic needs, inducing feelings of               

anger or result in personal withdrawal[42].  

This chapter focuses primarily on how AR technology is used as an assistive aid, both in the                 

workplace as a guide and source for development, as well as ongoing research into how this                
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technology potentially can improve individual self-reliance and quality of life among healthcare            

recipients. Even though this report focuses primarily on AR technology, it is important to note that                

current mobile devices, more often than not, are dependent on working in conjunction with several               

other assistive technologies. Through such intercommunication enabled devices, with various          

sensors for tracking and monitoring (referred to as IoTs or IoMTs), data can be collected and                

analysed, tailored and improved upon through artificial intelligence and machine learning[43]. 

2.5.1 Work and Training Practices with Augmented Reality 

Looking back a decade, the thought of widespread deployment of AR technology within             

manufacturing would not seem to make much sense for many managing directors. But in recent               

years, both the potential and benefits are becoming clear, and utilization more and more a reality. In                 

a recent review of studies and papers spanning from 2006-2017, published by Eleonora Bottani &               

Giuseppe Vignali[44], the conclusion was that interest towards use of AR technology for industrial              

purposes was increasing. 174 studies were analysed, divided into review, conceptual, technical and             

application papers, with the amount produced gradually increasing throughout the 11 year period.             

The majority focus of application have been towards manufacturing and machine tool industries,             

involving assembly, maintenance, product design, and worker training. Other areas of application,            

such as safety, ergonomics and remote collaboration are emerging, but not yet fully explored as to                

the overall potential. 

Back in 2010, auto manufacturer Volkswagen started introducing HoloLens AR technology in            

their service training centres. Their augmented virtuality solution superimposes a digital layer on top              

of their vehicles, in order for their service technicians to train and perform auto repairs. The success                 

of the application resulted in the company rolling out the MARTA application (Mobile Augmented              

Reality Technical Assistance) towards their service centres, where step-by-step animations show the            

procedures on a tablet when pointed at the correct location (figure 2.8). More personal consumer               

applications may soon follow by other developers, enabling personal repairs possible for car owners              

themselves [45]. The success has led to AR technology being implemented in other departments at               

Volkswagen. Project teams of designers and engineers are now collaborating on future concepts,             

assessing prior graphical designs and technical information, and creating new models in real-time             

through the use of head mounted displays (HMDs)[46].  
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Figure 2.8: Utilization of AR technology at Volkswagen[46] 

 

2.5.2 Ambient Assisted Living with Augmented Reality 

The term Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) is derived from traditional Assistive Technologies as a field               

focusing on technology for people with disabilities. The aim is a practical “design for all” solution in                 

regard to usability and accessibility, coupled with emerging Ambient Intelligence technology, where            

artificial intelligence responds and adjusts to individual needs. These technologies range from quite             

simple devices such as intelligent medication dispensers, fall sensors or bed sensors to networked              

homes and complex interactive systems[47]. 

One major driving force for adapting this technology is the current aging world society,              

where the number of old age individuals have tripled over the last fifty years, with a forecast of                  

matched increase over the next half century[48]. Global cost of care is becoming unsustainable[49],              

as such provisions are required to support activities of daily living, such as dressing, mobility,               

personal hygiene, shopping, and food preparation[50]. In order to counteract the effects and             

demands such a paradigm shift puts on the healthcare system, research has been focused on               

prolonging autonomous living for individuals with the goal of higher self-reliance. 

Individuals with cognitive impairment constitutes a priority field in this regard, dealing with             

various forms of dementia, stroke, mental illness, acquired brain injury and intellectual disability. A              

research trial project, involving AR technology on patients with Alzheimer’s disease, was conducted             

at the Technical University of Munich in Germany in 2019[51]. The aim being to introduce cues,                

through audio and different visual stimuli, to perform operations involving making tea, testing             

usability and feasibility to provide directions for further improvements. Microsoft HoloLens was            

introduced to a group of 10 participants, projecting a 6 step procedure consisting of              

three-dimensional dislocated and floating dynamic holograms (figure 2.9), maneuvered interactively          

through hand gestures, voice commands or a clicker (similar to a computer mouse). According to               

Milgram's Reality-Virtuality (RV) continuum[26], such projections would be considered as          

Augmented    . 
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Reality, and on the middle-left side of the spectrum. All participants conducted the task twice, with                

both the HoloLens and making tea without assistance as grounds for comparison. The AR application               

was developed within a user-centered design approach, consisting of four iterative cycles (March             

2017 – December 2017) through collaboration between researchers, clinicians, patients and family            

members in the framework of the EU project “Therapy Lens”[51]. Trials were timed and monitored,               

and semi-structured interviews were conducted with each participant upon completion. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: HoloLens trials conducted by the University of Munich[51] 

 

 

During trials, participants committed errors both with and without holographic assistance           

when executing the task, with no significant differences in success rates or error frequencies              

observed. Three of the participants were unable to successfully utilize HoloLens, failing to correctly              

mimic the steps provided by the application, thus failing to complete the task. Patients with more                

severe problems performing the task unassisted, showed lower increases in trial duration when             

assisted with AR. 

When interviewed on acceptability after trial completion, participants were overall positive           

towards the AR application, and appreciated the several forms of input (visual and audio cues)               

helping them to avoid misunderstanding the intended procedure. However, there were still noted             

confusion in regards to performing the different steps, and complaints with the large and              

uncomfortable head gear utilized. The overall conclusion of the project was that the acceptance of               

assistive technology, such as the Microsoft HoloLens, is expected to vary depending on individual              

conditions of dementia and its progression. Recommendations for future trials involved           

re-evaluating the different steps and their presentation, as well as involving participants at an earlier               

stage of development, in accordance with references literature review on technologies to support             

community-dwelling persons with dementia [52]. 
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2.5.3 Human Factors and Ergonomics in regards to Assistive Technology 

A significant challenge when developing and implementing Assistive Technology for Cognition is the             

consideration of potential individual human factors involved. Issues can arise in regards to novelty              

and/or complexity of ATC for users with cognitive impairments[53], context of use such as at home,                

at work or in an institution, and general user needs may pose new challenges and also change over                  

time. ATC have yet to achieve greater potential in this regard, struggling with challenges of mismatch                

between users' cognitive profile and prescribed technology to meet optimized therapeutic           

effect[54]. Adaptive intelligent systems, with the utilization of artificial intelligence, may provide a             

solution to users evolving needs and utilization conditions. User involvement during development of             

adaptive systems has provided better contextual understanding[55], but participatory methods for           

designing adaptive and tailored systems remains largely unexplored. Due to the complex nature of              

potential utilization scenarios, such systems would be expected to adapt accordingly.  

Another aspect involves ergonomics, and whether the technology platforms utilized are           

practical in relation to users medical condition and environmental context of use. Potential             

challenges within ergonomics and the utilization of AR technology are clearly apparent. Handheld             

equipment such as smartphones and tablets may be highly mobile, but can hinder operators to               

manually perform tasks with both hands. HMDs may not pose the same problem, but could force                

users to limit head movements in order to achieve stable conditions for the technology. Some               

studies also suggest that users may suffer from decreased visual acuity while observing physical              

targets through head mounted displays[56]. The current state of comfortability of HMDs,            

experienced with Microsoft HoloLens during research trials[51], may discourage users from activities            

deploying such equipment.  

2.6 The Human-centered Design 

The human-centered design (HCD) process has continuously gotten a stronger foothold during the             

past few decades, shifting focus onto user needs, problems, desires and goals rather than purely               

focusing on general market demand. The HCD model, often referred to as “participatory design”,              

represents an ongoing process for development, where the end goal is solving users problems and               

helping them lead easier and more productive lives. 

From an industrial perspective, in effort to standardize the process, the ISO 9241-210 have              

been proposed by the International Organization for Standardization[40], with revisions leading to            

the current ISO 9241-210:2019 Ergonomics of Human-System Interaction. The ISO standardization           

attempts to offer guidelines on how to problem solve human-system interaction (HCI), and uniform              

the definition of the user experience (UX). Figure 2.10 offers a procedural approach to improve the                

UX, through multiple iterations during development. 
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Figure 2.10: ISO 9241-210:2019 Ergonomics of Human-System Interaction[40] 

 

As figure 2.10 illustrated, the process starts with understanding users' needs in the real              

world, and utilizing this knowledge to specify functional and non-functional design requirements in             

compliance with those needs. Design solutions are then created, based on the different requirement              

criteria, and tested with users for evaluation. User feedback is then evaluated up against current               

design, and potential iterations to the design are considered, creating a process loop until              

determined that the design has met sufficient aspects of user requirements.  

2.6.1 The PACT framework 

When developing a new design, whether software or technology based, the product should strive to               

accommodate individual needs within the intended group of users. Such endeavour can be referred              

to as an human-centered approach to development, and a frame of reference can be found in the                 

PACT model. As figure 2.11 illustrates, the framework refers to People, their Activities and Context of                

conducting them, as well as the Technology utilized. Together, these four components help             

designers to get a perspective on important factors to keep in mind, and develop accordingly[50]. 
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Figure 2.11: PACT Elements[50] 

 

Knowledge of whom the stakeholders are, their physical and mental prerequisites, what            

activities they perform, the purpose and duration, activity frequency and composition, as well as              

safety considerations may all be important factors to consider. These considerations may also be              

linked to the physical environment where the activity is taking place, as well as the social context.                 

Privacy considerations may have to be accounted for, both in terms of research and the final                

interactive product or technology, where concerns about input/output with systems and potential            

communication between users need to be addressed. Designers need to keep all these factors in               

mind when focusing on the user experience (UX), as they attempt to understand and develop               

products for their intended purpose[50]. 

2.6.2 User Experience Design 

Having a human-centered design requires understanding the different aspects of user experience,            

and implementing accordingly during development and testing. One tool that provides more insight,             

and explains the various facets of user experience, is Peter Morville's honeycomb model[51] as              

illustrated in figure 2.12. Derived from an analysis of connections between business goals and              

context, user needs and behaviour, as well as content, the honeycomb presents six categories of               

user value, aiming to provide insight into key areas of a good user experience. 
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Figure 2.12: The Honeycomb Model[51] 

 

 

According to the honeycomb model, the system utilized to present the product needs to be               

simple and easy to use (usable), and designed to be familiar and understandable with a comfortable                

learning curve. The product must accommodate user needs, in order to have a purpose (useful), as                

well as being visually appealing and easy to translate (desirable). Information presented should be              

easy to locate and navigate (findable), and make sense for the user. Design should aim to provide an                  

equal experience (accessible) towards both the average users, users with disabilities as well as other               

user groups, and the providers of such products need to be perceived as trustworthy (credible). 

Keeping in mind that designs will differ, based on the balance between context, content and               

users, so will focus on the honeycomb model and the priority and importance of each category. By                 

outlining and defining all the areas of importance, designers can get a better understanding of what                

is essential to the user experience, thus helping to define priorities during development[51]. 

2.6.3 Design Principles 

The heuristic evaluation method, initially proposed by Nielsen and Mohlich in 1990[52] and later              

modified by other researchers for specific system evaluation, represents a usability inspection            

evaluation checklist. The method applies knowledge of typical users, through the minds of experts              

within the field, guided by a set of usability principles known as heuristics. The experts evaluate                

whether user-interface elements, such as dialog boxes, menus, navigation structure, and online help             

conform with tried and tested principles, in order to identify usability issues[52]. Feedback given              

from such sessions constitutes grounds for product iterations until usability concerns have been             

addressed in a satisfactory manner. 
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Issues addressed in such sessions concerns how users access, learn and remember elements             

of the system through sufficient visibility, system consistency and familiarity with language and             

symbols presented. The properties of elements presented and how they are meant to be used               

(affordance) is also a priority, as well as overall system navigation and creating a sense of user                 

control with appropriate feedback given during operation. Safety and security concerns are            

addressed, regarding how to quickly recover from actions taken and constraining the framework of              

the system to avoid inappropriate actions. Finally, playing on preferences, accommodating different            

user experiences to reach desired outcomes through flexibility, presented with a stylish and             

attractive design, presented in a pleasant and polite way (conviviality)[50]. 

Such evaluations are considered highly valuable during design, and frequent sessions may be             

needed, which may result in cost becoming an issue if attendees need to be compensated for their                 

contribution. However, since this method does not require special facilities to be conducted, and              

each session is relatively short and inexpensive, it is recommended as an exercise to identify the                

majority of usability issues related to the design[52]. 
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3 Methodology 
This master’s thesis, and consequently the method used to reach the final results, focused on the                

deductive approach[57], starting with identifying the problem, defining solution objectives,          

designing, testing and finally evaluating the findings. Thesis progress was planned and structured by              

utilizing Gantt charts, with both an executive version (figure 2.13) mapping the overall process with               

deadlines, and a more detailed version focusing on the key aspects of software development. The               

schedule needed several adjustments during progression, mainly due to initial lack of            

comprehending on scope, as well as external factors triggered by a nationwide lock-down due to the                

Covid-19 epidemic. 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Executive Gantt Chart 

 

Communication with supervisors were either scheduled in person or thought Zoom[58]           

video conferencing when needed, and the online application Trello[59] was used for additional             

updates and project collaboration. During this chapter, both the journey towards formulating an             

hypothesis and research questions, development of the prototype used to test the hypothesis, as              

well as the tools utilized will be described more in detail. 

3.1 Preliminary Research 

A general concept of this master’s thesis was conceived prior to the start of the final semester, and                  

involved the relationship and responsibilities surrounding patients and their caretakers. The notion            

was that current practices were not perceived as optimal, and that patient-caretaker relations could              

be modified in such a way as to benefit both parties. From the caretakers perspective, a notable                 

amount of tasks performed involved normal household chores, not related to formal education             

taken. Patients on the other hand may need incentives or assistance to initiate and perform such                
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chores, resulting in eventually becoming more self-reliant, feeling autonomous and creating a sense             

of mastery within their own domain. 

The assistive technology in question to be developed and tested was Augmented Reality,             

and researching how such technology could accommodate patients' self-reliance levels within           

everyday life. Literature databases were scanned to obtain more substance on AR technology within              

healthcare, with most cases being related to academic learning or work related utilization. Although              

AR often was mentioned as a potential technology for assisted living, few direct and thorough cases                

involving users in terms of self-reliance were identified. 

3.1.1 Investigating Thesis Scope and Acquiring Key Contacts 

During the start of the semester, focus was put on acquiring key contacts, and conducting brief                

informal dialogue with key personnel at the University of Agder, iHelse and Grimstad Kommune,              

relating to both AR technology and healthcare. The endeavour helped to start narrowing down              

thesis scope as well as acquiring information on potential user groups to target. Grimstad Kommune               

also provided and scheduled nurses to interview, with the aim of getting more insight into the                

caretaker-patient relationship. 

3.1.2 Interviews with Nurses 

Semi-structured one-on-one interviews for qualitative data gathering were conducted with three           

nurses, lasting approximately one hour each, and held at both the facilities of Grimstad Kommune as                

well as on university grounds. After a brief presentation of the master’s thesis, giving a description of                 

the technology and intended purpose, nurses were asked 10 questions (appendix A) regarding their              

occupation, general daily conduct and the potential of introducing new technologies towards their             

patients. Feedback during these one-on-one sessions proved valuable, both giving insight into            

nurses' frame of mind, potential household chores, appliances that could be targeted for AR, and               

general patient technological savviness.  

3.1.3 Identifying Target Group and Specific Case Scenario 

Several collective housing projects with mentally disabled residents were located within Grimstad            

municipality, either completely run by municipality caretakers, or partially through services provided            

to privately owned sections. Inhabitants suffered from relatively mild conditions of mental disability,             

thus were considered semi-independent in their daily lives.  

A context of use analysis was performed at one of these facilities, where sections were               

owned privately complemented with public caretaker support. The inhabitants had recently           

experienced frequent fire alarms, followed by visits from the fire department. The reason was              

carelessness during cooking, where the microwave was utilized to make popcorn and other quick              

meals. By not comprehending the operating effect and cooking time needed, smoke eventually             
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triggers the alarm. According to the caretakers, the events were both considered confusing and              

uncomfortable by the inhabitants, thus naturally unwanted. During interviews with caretakers at            

these locations, the decision was made to both target the patient group for the thesis, as well as                  

utilize the specific scenario as an underlying use case. One of the cooking scenarios, making               

microwave popcorn, was chosen for the prototype AR application, due to the simplicity and              

conformity of operations, as well as potential enthusiasm for participation and consuming the end              

result. 

3.1.4 Privacy Issues and Consent 

Due to the sensitive nature of the research, involving participants with medical conditions,             

Norwegian Centre for Research Data[60] (NSD) was contacted at an early stage of the project.               

Through dialog with NSD, and taking into account participants, their guardians and relatives, a              

decision was made to avoid both audio and video recordings, as well as taking notes describing                

specific information that could be identified with individual participants. Provided such measures            

were taken, NSD confirmed that no application was needed to proceed with the intended research               

project and subsequently product testing. 

A consent form (appendix B), directed towards participants and their guardians, was tailored             

by using a template provided on the regional committees for medical and health research ethics               

(REK) website[61]. The document required oral consent from all parties, with the intention of both               

being a precautionary measure, informing participants of their rights, as well as introducing the              

overall research study and description of the test involved. 

3.2 Defining a Problem Space 

As a deduction of the preliminary research, involving literature review and interviews with             

healthcare personnel, a hypothesis was formulated on the basis of the case identified. The specific               

circumstances surrounding the case allowed for an experiment that could measure the impact of an               

offered prototype solution to the problem. This chapter briefly describes both the hypothesis, the              

related research questions, as well as how they were intended to be measured with key               

performance indicators (KPIs).  

3.2.1 The Hypothesis 

Described more in detail earlier in this report, the case involved the occurrence of unwanted               

situations when housing collective inhabitants utilized their microwave to make popcorn. The reason             

that these situations occurred was due to a mismatch between the instructions on how the popcorn                

actually should be made, and the procedure performed by the users. Taken this into account, and                

considering the larger picture were autonomy, mastery and self-reliance may be of importance, the              

following hypothesis was put forth: 
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"Augmented Reality can be utilized as an assistive tool, to safely and correctly help users with                

mental disabilities perform the task of making microwave popcorn" 

 

3.2.2 Research Questions and Key Performance Indicators 

Measuring the hypothesis required questions that could guide the research and measure the             

statements validity. Three distinct questions were proposed as basis for testing the hypothesis: 

 

1. Do candidates have sufficient technical proficiency to utilize hardware platforms needed           

to run the application?  

2. Do candidates comprehend the concept of Augmented Reality, and understand how to            

navigate the software? 

3. Does utilization of an Augmented Reality application ensure correct tasks completion? 

 

First and second research questions would be measured through a quantitative interview,            

where candidates would evaluate their own technical expertise and understanding of the concept of              

Augmented Reality (yes/no). Third question would be determined through trials, where candidates            

would be put to the test of imitating the information given by the application, and then evaluated on                  

the final outcome (success/failure). 

3.2.3 Control Group 

Due to the scope of the master's thesis and consequently the availability of candidates within the                

targeted group, no separate control group was set up. However, due to the specific case involved,                

where making microwave popcorn had resulted in frequent fire alarms by the same candidates, prior               

failed events were used as a measuring basis for improvement.  

3.3 Researching the Design 

With the hypothesis and research questions defined, focus shifted to the development of a              

prototype able to be tested on the target group. The method involved a human-centered design               

approach, focusing on understanding the users and aspects related to their interaction with the              

planned prototype.  

3.3.1 Defining People, Activities and Context of Use 

In the spirit of ISO 9241-210[62], and accounting for the references provided by the PACT model, a                 

multiple step process was initiated, starting with brainstorming the overall concept of the             

patient-caretaker relationship in accordance with the thesis as shown in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Brainstorming a Mind Map 

 

 

 

Although the brainstorming activity, and the resulting mind-map, went far beyond the scope             

of the hypothesis, it gave value and insight into mapping out the stakeholders affected by developing                

and utilizing the proposed AR application. As figure 3.2 illustrates, the main stakeholders are the               

mentally disabled themselves and how the application may influence their self-reliance, sense of             

mastery and potentially increased well-being and quality of life as a result. The caretakers may be                

affected by performing less household chores as a result, having the option of focusing more on                

users well being rather than cleaning and preparing meals. Other main parties that may have a stake                 

in such application utilization are the guardians, wishing for a more safe and productive environment               

for their child/relative. More peripheral stakeholders such as learning institutions, governmental           

entities and IT service providers may need to accommodate with technical equipment and training,              

and eventually producers of specific household appliances may want to contribute with their own              

more comprehensive AR product guide. 
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Figure 3.2: Stakeholders 

 

 

 

Next step involved personifying the most central groups of stakeholders, by creating fictional             

characters representing them, to better understand their perspective and intention for promoting or             

using the AR application. These personas were given names, characteristics and backgrounds,            

tasks/goals, motivations and more as illustrated in figure 3.3, with the aim of giving insight into                

different real world users. The overall goal being to present subjective views of needs and               

requirements, giving the development process a clear goal and direction with usability in mind.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.3:  Sample of Personas 
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Personas were then given life through short one sentence user stories, both directly and              

indirectly related to intended use, represented by short descriptions of interaction or attitude             

towards the AR application. A wide range of stories were developed in order to get an overall view of                   

various considerations the prototype would have to accommodate in terms of features and             

functionality towards the targeted user group. Figure3.4 presents samples of such stories, describing             

both the stakeholders state of mind, their motivation and consequent actions, revealing the             

intention of the application as well as the environment of intended use. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Sample of User Stories 

 

 

The personas with their user stories further lead to the creation of scenarios with detailed               

stories describing both the stakeholders and application as shown in figure 3.5. This exercise gave a                

better insight into personas motivation, and how users undertake the activity when using             

technologies such as a tablet, in order for the design to accommodate for their needs. Both a broad                  

conceptual scenario lacking details, as well as a concrete version presenting tasks and goals, were               

developed to add insight from multiple perspectives and to support specific design decisions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Sample of Scenarios  
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Next step in understanding the context of use involved creating the graphical storyboard             

presented in figure 3.6, utilizing the fictional personas and conceptualizing their interaction with             

both the system and the environment. The process involved drawing cartoon style sketches with pen               

and paper, encapsulating whole events as personas progressed through key segments, inspired by             

the user stories and scenarios previously developed. This exercise set the stage for role-play, where               

the personas and technology interacted both through activity, and in the context of the story in                

accordance with the PACT approach. The exercise of envisioning user progression gave a clearer              

picture on how users would perform, as well as illuminating key aspects needed within the upcoming                

product design. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Storyboard 

 

 

Having assimilated an adequate amount of conceptual information, revealing various          

aspects surrounding the planned application, the process commenced with creating a high level             

description of how the application would be organized and operated. As figure 3.7 shows, the               

description highlights the activity purpose, pointing out general structure and features, as well as the               

end goal of the designed application. As a result, more focus was now placed on the intended design,                  

proceeding to plan application structure and functionality, whilst considering the different aspects of             

usability acquired thus far. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Early sample of High Level Description 
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The high level description, followed up with a practical exercise performed on a privately              

owned microwave, eventually led to a eight step breakdown of the operation, and consequently a               

simple task analysis was developed. This divided nine part sequence helped to show the needed user                

actions in order to complete the entire process, as well as the interaction required between the user                 

and the application keeping the PACT model in mind. Figure 3.8 illustrates an early task analysis                

version that eventually would undergo revisions as a result of product testing sessions later on. 

  

 

 

Figure 3.8: Sample of early Task-Analysis 

 

 

3.3.2 UX Design Considerations 

Considering the undergone process, acquiring knowledge through interviews and accounting for all            

aspects defined and analysed within the PACT framework, the honeycomb model[63] was utilized to              

understand various facets of user experience in order to initiate development. 

The final prototype needed to be a useful assistive tool in such a way that it created value,                  

and ensured that the outcome corresponded with the goal of utilization. In theory, that meant the                

prototype would function as a bridge between risky operations users were able to perform              

themselves, and a risk free operation to reach the same end goal by receiving assistance. 

Considering the targeted group, the prototype needed to be highly usable and designed to              

accommodate the perceived level of proficiency related to words and numbering, as not to              

discourage utilization on a regular basis. In order to be desirable, all graphical elements and their                

presentation would be created to bring appeal, playing on emotions to motivate user utilization              

through the power of augmented reality animations and other imagery. Furthermore, these            

aesthetics, as well as additional aspects of the design, need to be findable and accessible, keeping in                 

mind the intended user group that may suffer from a reduced attention span, easily becoming               

frustrated and distracted. Users must perceive the application as a trustful and credible tool,              

assisting them to reach their goal, and future upgrades may be needed to enhance the experience,                

increasing application value by adding new features as well as other instruction sets. 
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3.3.3 Specifying User Requirements for the Application 

In order to summarize data within a structured framework, the Volere Requirements Specification             

Template was adopted[64]. The template offered a basis for specifying requirements, with sections             

for each type, such as specifying drivers, constraints, functional- and non-functional requirements as             

well as mapping other potential project issues. As figure 3.8 shows, the framework provided a               

systematic and detailed list of requirements, revised several times during application development,            

as a result of user testing and subsequently design iterations.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Part sample of User Requirements 

 

 

Requirements were further broken down by using requirements shells, inspired by the            

original Volere shell template[64], each with their own fit criterion in order to measure if proposed                

solutions matched the requirements. Samples of key requirements specification are presented in            

figure 3.9, and the number of shells developed grew during the course of product testing, as a result                  

of disclosed deviations, weaknesses and other critical aspects of the design. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Samples of Volere Shells[64] 

 

Both the Requirement specification framework and corresponding detailed requirement         

shells became the essential framework during the design process, guiding development and            

maintaining focus on core elements and application purpose. 
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3.4 Prototype Development 

Focus now shifted towards application development, and applying the knowledge gained through            

the different exercises of understanding both context of use and the human-centered design. This              

chapter breaks down the progression, from researching and evaluating potential software and            

hardware solutions to finalizing the prototype through stages of development. 

 

3.4.1 Hardware and Software Utilization 

Due to the probability of user testing occurring at multiple locations, where the intended appliance               

may be different, a decision was made to invest in a SENZ SMM720W16 microwave, purchased               

locally at the POWER appliance store as shown in figure 3.10. Although the choice of brand and                 

configuration simplified the 3D modelling process due to the simplistic design, it proved to be more                

challenging to track within the AR application. A Samsung S5e android based tablet was chosen as                

the presentation medium for the AR prototype, proving to be compatible with all AR software tested                

during the project, and supplied with compliments of the university. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: SENZ SMM720W16 Microwave and Samsung S5e Tablet 

 

 

Throughout the prototype phase, Unity game engine remained the core foundation for developing             

software application, as well as porting the result to an android based platform. Each operational               

step was created as a separate scene in Unity, and a navigation system with corresponding icons                

ensured proper interaction throughout the application. 3D modelling of all AR elements, including             

needed animations, was conducted in 3D Studio Max, before importing the results as an FBX file                

format into Unity. 2D graphical elements such as user interface icons, application logo and tracking               

symbols, were edited or produced in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, with final material mapping              

of objects conducted in Substance Painter to ensure accurate placement on objects. Video             

segments,     . 
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used in both the introduction and as guides in each operation step, was captured with personal                

equipment, and edited within Adobe Premiere, with added audio narrative created at the website              

animaker.com[65]. Three augmented reality plugins for Unity were tested prior to development            

namely EasyAR, ARCore and Vuforia, in order to evaluate the best suited solution for the task at                 

hand. 

3.4.2 Evaluating Augmented Reality Platform Providers and tracking options 

Recent years have seen an increase in the amount of AR development kits suppliers, offering both                

standalone software and plugin features for Unity. Features for each plugin varied, as well as               

usability, output stability and cost for utilization. Three cost free candidates, all offering a unity               

plugin option were chosen as candidates, and evaluated as to their complexity and ability to meet                

the needs for the intended application. 

As implied by name, EasyAR[66] represented the most simplistic plugin, being           

uncomplicated in terms of Unity implementation, development of simple AR solutions as well as              

porting and compatibility with most android based tablets and smartphones. However, the software             

simplicity and lack of strong community support, would make it harder to achieve more complex               

goals planned. ARCore[67] had recently become a standard plugin within Unity, and seemed to have               

the most potential of the three, also providing strong community support through Unity forums.              

There were however compatibility issues with the solution, currently limiting any developed AR             

application to a small number of compatible mobile units that supported the ARCore plugin through               

Google Play store. Eventually, the Vuforia[68] kit became the software of choice, scoring high on all                

core evaluated aspects, as well as offering their own product scanning software that would later               

prove crucial to achieve visual stability with the projected graphical elements. 

During AR plugin evaluation, three different types of real-world tracking options were            

tested, getting a better understanding of what would be best suitable for the proposed design.               

Surface tracking was tested in ARCore, replicated from an online youtube video[69], where the              

application optically scanned and interpreted the surroundings, developing a 3D map of the area,              

allowing AR objects to be placed at fixed positions. Image tracking involved software recognition of               

specific 2D symbols, imagery or other, to trigger AR elements. An example with a triggered video on                 

a business card was created within EasyAR, and was sufficiently stable for the intended purpose,               

tracked only through letters and symbols on the physical card. Object tracking eventually             

represented the technique of choice for the prototype, recognizing and tracking entire three             

dimensional objects within the real world, and easily adapted through the Vuforia software. Figure              

3.11 shows both each tracking type tested as well as the three evaluated AR plugins.  
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Figure 3.11: Examples of Tracking Options 

 

3.4.3 Object Scanning 

Vuforia provided their own object scanner software, obtained through Google Play Store, including a              

printable scanning target map recognized by the software. Due to the size of the scan target, a                 

microwave with area dimensions of 43x33cm, the target map had to be scaled up. Fortunately, the                

supplied file was vector-based, and with the assistance of the sign manufacturer Steinmoen AS in               

Grimstad, a sufficient sized scanner map was acquired.  

The simplicity of the chosen microwave posed a challenge during object scanning, due to              

having few recognizable features that the software could identify with tracking. The solution was to               

add extra text and symbols to the unit, for a more precise tracking and consequently a more stable                  

AR experience. For an optimal scan, multiple locations were tried out, both privately indoors,              

outdoors and finally in the university audio/video lab with professional lighting giving the best              

results. Vuforia claims the optimal solution is to provide the exact original CAD file of the object,                 

resulting in the most stable AR experience. Unfortunately, such files were not obtainable for the               

chosen microwave, thus the object scan method was performed as shown in figure 3.12. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Object Scanning at different locations 
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During scanning, the tablet was moved in circles around the targeted object, covering             

different heights and angles until the software had sufficient tracking points of an area, and               

highlighted it in green. This process continued until the whole microwave was tracked sufficiently.              

The optimal strategy seemed to be between having too many tracking points that would overload               

the system, and too few that resulted in detection problems when presenting the graphical overlays.               

Another issue was reflections on the front glass, shown by the green tracking points in figure 3.13,                 

which created unwanted tracking references that would not occur in other locations. The final              

solution was to only scan the front part of the microwave, and cover the front glass with a black                   

matte sheet of cardboard throughout the process. The scanned object files were then uploaded to               

the Vuforia website[68], which converted the information into a database to be used inside Unity.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Object Scanning and Tracking Points 

 

3.4.4 Unity Implementation 

Assembling and creating the entire AR experience in Unity was made easy through pre-written              

scripts provided by the Vuforia SDK plugin. Setting up scenes and populating them was more or less                 

done in the same manner as with normal game development, apart from using a custom AR camera                 

and model target game object supplied by Vuforia. The scanned model database was uploaded to a                

Behaviour script within the model target game object, and developed 3D models were positioned              

within the assigned area on the 3D plane as shown in figure 3.14. The result being that the tablet                   

camera would recognize the real world microwave and place the graphical overlays correspondingly.             

In addition, standard scripts within unity were set up to trigger both animations, as well as video and                  

audio playback. The end result was set up to be built and ported to an android based platform. 
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Figure 3.14: AR camera and 3D model in Unity 

 

3.4.5 Stages of Prototype Development 

Considering the nature and utilization of the application, prototype development started with            

brainstorming and role-play of the activity. With the actual microwave used as a prop, and a                

colleague performing the activity of making popcorn, the entire process was broken down into 5               

main operational segments in accordance with the previously created task analysis. Later on, during              

an improvised low fidelity prototype test, these operational segments were presented to another             

colleague, which in turn was requested to maneuver a simplified paper interface as shown in figure                

3.15, and imitate each segment as it was presented. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Low Fidelity Prototype Test 
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The exercise gave confidence as to the capability of remembering each visualized part, as              

well as confirming that the 5 segment breakdown had a natural division and length. As a result, the                  

decision was made to focus on superimposed animations, bringing the whole microwave to life when               

looked upon with a tablet and the AR software. Photographic snapshots of the 5 steps were                

captured, then added graphical elements within Adobe Photoshop, and used as a guide of              

inspiration for further development as illustrated in figure 3.16. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Five stage operation created in Adobe Photoshop 

 

 

In accordance with logged user requirements, and knowledge gained from acting out            

microwave sequences, the prototype software development process was initiated. First step           

involved 3D modelling all needed elements within 3DS Max, using techniques acquired in previous              

courses, and creating corresponding animations for each scene. A simple coded navigation system             

(appendix C) was implemented, in order for test participants to maneuver forward or backward              

through the different operations. In addition to the animation, a synchronized video recording of the               

real life event was displayed on the left side of the microwave, providing multiple options of                

understanding and solving each subtask. Second and third prototypes were both given major             

overhauls as a result of user testing, with the aim of testing out the final result on the targeted user                    

group, thus validating the masters’ thesis hypothesis. Figure 3.17 presents samples of            

improvements, comparing the graphical transition between early stages of prototyping and final            

product after iterations. 
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Figure 3.17: Graphical progression  

3.5 Testing and Evaluation 

All three prototype stages were introduced and tested with a limited group of participants              

throughout the development process. Each stage of testing had the goal of improving design through               

user feedback, and both test environment and participant backgrounds were specifically chosen to             

contribute to the results. This chapter will give an overall description of performed tests, the profile                

of test subjects, the test conduct environment as well as highlighting other aspects relating to the                

human-centered design process. 

3.5.1 Interview Guides and Test Conduct 

An interview guide, detailing all stages of conduct, were prepared prior to all official prototype tests.                

The contents of the guide differed depending on the specific group tested, serving both as a                

roadmap during sessions, and ensuring that each participant received identical presentations, test            

instructions as well as pre and post questionnaires. Although minor changes were made to the               

interview guides between groups, primarily due to product iterations, different test purposes as             

well as self-evaluation of interview conduct, the core mission of improving design remained the              

same throughout development. 

During the planning phase, all hardware/software were checked, interview guide and           

necessary interview/observation forms structured, participants contacted and time/place        

negotiated, and finally a usability test plan dashboards[70] created as illustrated in figure 3.18. The               

general content of each test session involved a meet-and-greet, thesis and test introduction with              

instructions, pre test interview, product test session, post test interview and finally session wrap-up.  
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During testing, sessions were timed, participants conduct was observed, and notes taken to             

record progress and to compare results. While pre interviews had a quantitative aim, measuring              

participants perceived technological competence and familiarity with AR/VR, the post interviews had            

a qualitative approach with more in depth feedback on the test experience and potential              

improvements. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Usability Test Plan Dashboard[70] 

 

3.5.2 Academic Test Group 

First prototype underwent trials at a privately owned health treatment centre in Grimstad, where              

one treatment room and the reception area functioned as two separate test facilities. During this               

session, two different projects (AR and VR) were set up and underwent testing, sharing the group of                 

attending test participants. This practice enabled an initial dress rehearsal, where test conductors for              

each project became participants for the other, resulting in valuable feedback and reflection on              

session conduct before testing on attendees. A total of 6 participants (age range 20-40) conducted               

the test, all having prior degrees of a technical nature or currently undertaking such a degree at the                  

University of Agder. Sessions were timed and conducted according to the developed interview guide              

found in appendix D, and a compilation of photos taken on site are shown in figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.19: Picture compilation of first prototype test facility 

 

3.5.3 Household Test Group 

Second prototype test was conducted in more related surroundings, as well as and at multiple               

locations, matching the normal environment for operating kitchen appliances. The four test            

participants (age range 40-60), composed of two separate couples, had either worked as caretakers              

or were parents of a child diagnosed with downs syndrome. Their knowledge on how the targeted                

user group would react to the technology and application, as well as ability to operate the 5 different                  

segments, was deemed an important step in order to determine the final user experience. As with                

the initial student test group, the same interview guide (appendix D) was utilized, only the current                

participants were asked to keep their special expertise in mind when evaluating and giving feedback               

on the process. Figure 3.20 shows the two different setup locations for the microwave.  

 

 

Figure 3.20: Picture compilation of second prototype test facilities 
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3.5.4 Expert Panel Test Group 

In order to get a fresh perspective on design and usability, and due to their extensive knowledge                 

within ICT and HCI, thesis supervisors were invited to form an expert panel and perform an heuristic                 

evaluation on the final prototype. As the attendees were already familiar with the development              

process, the evaluation commenced after receiving a brief introduction as well as heuristic guidelines              

(appendix E) for evaluating the design. A total of nine heuristics, framing the multiple aspects of the                 

AR design, developed by Endsley et al.[71] and based on Nielsen and Molich[72], were presented for                

the evaluation: 

 

1. Fit with user environment and task 

Meaningful visualizations and metaphors within the presented physical and task environment 

2. Form communicates function 

Virtual element form should rely on existing and familiar metaphors 

3. Minimize distraction and overload 

Minimize accidental distraction due to movement filled and overly cluttered designs 

4. Adaptation to user position and motion 

Useful and usable virtual elements, viewable from multiple angles, distances and while moving 

5. Alignment of physical and virtual worlds 

Placement of virtual elements should make sense in the physical environment 

6. Fit with user’s physical abilities 

All physical interaction should be easy, and not require excess amounts of coordination 

7. Fit with user’s perceptual abilities 

Size, color, motion, distance, and resolution should be within users perceptual thresholds 

8. Accessibility of off screen objects 

Easy to recall and locate out of view items, when they need to be manipulate 

9. Accounting for hardware capabilities 

Application should accommodate the capabilities and limitations of intended hardware platform 

 

The process was conducted at privately owned facilities, with one panel member physically             

present, and another joining in by zoom[58] to follow the procedure through a third person camera                

view as shown in figure 3.21. After completion, the panel were expected to initiate their own                

session, discussing and evaluating aspects of the application in accordance with the heuristic criteria              

provided, and finally submit their findings. The method helped to uncover multiple usability issues              

and proved a valuable addition to other user testing performed during the thesis.  
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Figure 3.21: Expert Panel prototype test 

 

3.5.5 Targeted User Group Tests 

Final trials, with multiple rounds planned, were aimed towards mentally disabled participants            

located within Grimstad municipality. A simplified interview guide (appendix F) was constructed, in             

order to address both the hypothesis and corresponding research questions, as well as to get               

feedback for future modifications. Unfortunately, due to the national lockdown, and out of respect              

for participants and their guardians, these trials were not conducted within the time frame of this                

thesis. As a result, an attempt was made to derive a test conclusion based on performed user tests,                  

literature review as well as feedback provided by nurses, caretakers and parents of targeted users               

during the project. 

3.5.6 Iterations 

Each round of application tests provided valuable feedback, both through observation and            

questionnaires, which resulted in iterations that gradually shaped the application towards the            

intended user group. Issues mapped, both pertaining to functional and non-functional requirements,            

were evaluated and given priority as to necessity and opportunity of modification, given available              

experience and considering project time frame. New Volere requirement shells[64] were then            

planned and issued to address key deviations, in order to improve on the human-centered design in                

accordance with ISO 9241-210[62]. Examples of such iteration will be presented and discussed             

briefly during the next chapter. 
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4 Findings and Results 
The following chapter presents data accumulated throughout the thesis, covering findings through            

structured and unstructured preliminary interviews, observations and feedback during product          

testing, and finally a description of the final and revised prototype. 

4.1 Preliminary Research 

From a multimedia practitioner's point of view, having little prior knowledge of both healthcare              

services and patient needs, the preliminary research gave a broad and vital overview as a basis for                 

the journey ahead. Early discussions with teachers and professors at UiA helped to pave the way                

forward by acquiring key contacts within iHealth and Grimstad Kommune. 

Interviews with nurses gave a brief account of daily nurse-patient activities, relationships as             

well as patients technical prerequisites and desire for being self-reliant. The main focus the past               

decade has been to more actively involve patients in processes, by making them put in their own                 

effort, in order to maintain individual autonomy and self-reliance. An example given was that some               

patients were required to find and prepare eye-dropper sets themselves before the nurse would              

perform the procedure, both to maintain their sense of autonomy and self-reliance. 

Dialogues with Grimstad Kommune lead to focusing on specific housing collectives within            

the municipality, where caretakers provided both insight into daily practices as well as suggested the               

microwave appliance and a problem case. According to caretakers, the broad definition of "mentally              

disabled" covered a wide range of degrees and conditions, requiring individual approaches to             

learning and behavioural change. This was also the case for people with Down's Syndrome, but mild                

reward/punishment was often practiced as a form of learning. 

One example mentioned was making soup, where participants would be handed a paper             

note with few letters, or only symbols depending on the severity of their condition. The main goal                 

was not how the soup looked or tasted, but rather the step-by-step conduct to reach the final goal.                  

They would receive feedback during progression, and in worst cases have a “time-out” or task               

termination if the situation got out of hand. The finished soup was a reward in itself, as more often                   

than not the quality and taste did not affect participants' sense of achievement and desire to                

consume. The focus was on behavioural change, making soup safely and modifying participant             

conduct accordingly through multiple trials. This strategy became the basis for the developed             

prototype application, more or less digitizing a procedure that was already practiced.  

Another example confirmed the devotion and expertise the targeted group had towards            

tablets and smartphones, as they had become more and more essential in their daily lives, due to                 

ease of use. Applications utilized had less text, but rather animations, symbols and audio narratives  
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that were easier to comprehend for the user, making them more self-motivated if they could use an                 

App rather than a piece of paper. Gaming was one such activity, and although caretakers could not                 

provide specific examples involving camera and graphical overlays, apps like Pokémon GO[34] and             

Harry Potter: Wizards Unite[35] had a familiar sound to them. Although not directly confirmed by               

the targeted users, there is therefore reason to believe that both their technical expertise and grasp                

of superimposed graphical overlays such as AR, is at a sufficient level to operate the developed                

prototype. 

4.2 User Test Results 

The intentions behind the first and second prototype trials were to both gather feedback on the                

design for improvement purposes, as well as getting a sense of how the targeted user group would                 

eventually perform. The third test performed by the expert panel involved analysing specific aspects              

of the application rather than test performance, receiving feedback and how application elements             

would potentially be received by the targeted user group. All participants were only tested and               

interviewed once, with the results and findings presented according to the tested application             

version. 

4.2.1 Quantitative Data 

Prior to testing the application, all participants were asked to evaluate their own proficiency in               

regards to both the hardware and the software technology utilized (appendix D). Four questions              

were presented, requiring feedback on a five point Likert-type scale[73], where a higher score              

represented perceived high knowledge or experience. The accumulated data for both groups are             

presented in figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Quantitative questionnaire - five point Likert-type scale[73] 
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On average, group one determined themselves to have a higher knowledge and proficiency with              

both hardware and software compared to group two. General technical proficiency and utilization of              

tablets/smartphones revealed a smaller gap than concept familiarity and prior experience with            

Augmented Reality between the two groups. No standard deviation could be determined with             

reasonable validity, due to the small amount of participants tested. 

4.2.2 Test Performance and Observations 

Time to completion registered for participants in both test groups got a 2:30 minute subtraction for                

the wait during cooking, and the second test group with prototype 2 had an additional subtraction of                 

1:25 minutes due to the implemented introduction video at startup. The results of all 10 participants                

are presented in figure 4.2. As the table shows, the first test group resulted in an average time of                   

2:07 minutes, while the second test group delivered a 2:53 minutes average. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Prototype test time performance 

 

Out of all test subjects, with 6 participants testing prototype 1 and 4 participants testing prototype 2,                 

one critical error that led to overall task failure was registered. The reason was a functional                

weakness within the developed software design in prototype 1, where a registered double tap on               

the tablet made the software skip over step 2 where wattage (power) were meant to be set. The                  

result was unpopped popcorn within the registered time frame of 2:30 minutes in step 3. A second                 

double tap was registered by another participant, but eventually deemed non-critical as the             

participant made corrections by going back a step, and eventually finishing the task successfully.              

Both double tap occurrences happened with prototype 1, and were attended to by performing an               

iteration on the software. An implementation of a one second delay before enabling icon interaction               

on each step solved this issue (appendix C), thus there were no similar occurrences during prototype                



2 testing. A second non-critical error was identified, where a participant set the time needed closer                

to 3 minutes  
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than 2:30. The occurrence did not measurably affect the task outcome, but a graphical iteration was                

made on the app to ensure that the expected time of 2:30 minutes were augmented more clearly                 

and shown more within the field of view. A similar adjustment was made in regards to wattage in                  

step 2, as shown by figure 3.16 in chapter 3. 

A common theme for nearly all participants were various degrees of impatience, often             

wanting to perform the task before watching the entire animation play out, and even nearly               

advancing further than the current step suggested. This urge was more frequent for test group 2,                

who generally looked more confused and less calm during conduct than their counterparts.  

General AR detection issues were registered with both groups, but were more frequent             

during the second test group, where private kitchen layouts created issues due to both lighting and                

participant positioning. Both low light as well as bright light which created unwanted reflections on               

the appliance, posed challenges for the software, and smaller kitchens limited the needed distance              

between the microwave and the tablet to operate properly. 

4.2.3 Qualitative Data 

The post questionnaire (appendix C) was tailored to give both clarification to observed test conduct,               

as well as to receive feedback on potential design improvements for the application. Apart from the                

double tapping occurrence and time selection issue already observed, the overall consensus was             

that the application could have potential benefits towards the targeted group. 

As for the test participants themselves, the procedure of making popcorn was not             

unfamiliar, thus focusing solely on instructions, rather than just making popcorn, created a bit of a                

challenge. A common reply from group one was that they needed more time to familiarize               

themselves with the activity of using the application, and that a second or third time would definitely                 

improve their performance. The same argument resonated with group two, even though            

participants here were presented with the instruction intro before executing the task steps. 

When asked what part of the application feature (video or 3D animation) they primarily              

focused on during the step by step procedure, all but one participant replied the 3D animation. The                 

"odd man out" replied that both features were equally focused on. The five step procedure as a                 

whole were also reviewed and commented on by the participants, and both caretakers and parents               

in group two drew comparisons with their own prior experience and practice with mentally disabled               

patients. The number of steps seemed to be within reason, and the video/animations easy to               

understand. But using both a video and an animation showing the approximate same thing, could               

result in confusion depending on the condition severity for each individual user. Another potential              



aid or source of confusion could be the audio narrative, especially when combined with the double                

video and animation features, that all in all could lead to information overload for some individuals.  
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All participants would consider using similar AR guidance personally, for other more            

complicated and unfamiliar tasks if such solutions were available, providing sufficient stability and             

consistency of the AR app during operation. The only other potential drawback given by a participant                

was the need to hold the tablet, leaving only one free hand for operation, which could become a                  

problem in certain circumstances. It was important that any AR application did not complicate              

matters more than their aim to function as an aid. 

4.3 Expert Panel Comments 

The expert panel gave clear and precise feedback in accordance with the heuristic guidelines              

provided prior to testing. Each Heuristic was addressed, and additional comments were provided on              

the overall look and feel of the application experience, both confirming comments already acquired              

during user testing, and highlighting new aspects of importance for further iterations and testing. 

According to the expert panel, visualization and metaphors would match users expectations,            

and both cognitive and physical affordances were easy to percieve. The panel too raised concerns               

regarding having both video and animation, claiming that the combo could result in information              

overload for users that are already mentally challenged. Audio and graphical improvements were             

also suggested, in order to reduce potential confusion, as well as questions regarding how such               

experience would be perceived on a smaller sized smartphone were asked. Finally, possible issues              

with positioning were addressed, where users could potentially miss vital information if they stood              

too close, or lose the AR overlays if standing too far away from the microwave. 

4.4 The Final Prototype 

What initially started as an idea of developing virtual step-by-step instruction manuals on how to               

accomplish specific tasks, eventually became a fully functional AR application aimed towards the             

mentally disabled. Both preliminary research and various progression stages of the human-centered            

design process shaped the final design towards the targeted user group. User testing, as well as                

expert panel evaluation helped to identify and address functional and non-functional deviations,            

gradually improving the design integrity. The final application prototype, as presented with            

screenshots in figure 4.2, gives necessary guidelines on how to make popcorn safely and reliably in a                 

microwave oven setting. The intro screen welcomes users by offering a video walkthrough on how to                

properly navigate the application. Users then commence with the five separate steps of conduct,              

eventually reaching the accomplishment screen and exit the application. 
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Figure 4.3: Screenshots of scenes from the final prototype  
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5 Discussion 
This chapter discusses the project findings, and how results measure up to the hypothesis, as well as                 

prior research within the field of AR technology towards patient healthcare. As the human-centered              

approach represents a central part of project methodology, both current design as well as the               

potential for future research and development will be addressed. 

5.1 Litterature Conformity and Research Comparison 

General consensus found during research involved conforming to the model of gradual behavioural             

change, building on drawn paper principals and presenting a digital alternative through the usage              

augmented reality. As highlighted earlier, the ZPD often uses the word and symbol scaffolding to               

describe guidance needed in order to progress. Scaffolding is a real world assistive technology,              

meant to support various forms of construction. The developed application and supported hardware             

is meant to function as ATC for users in much the same way, gradually shaping their conduct towards                  

a more safer and reliable outcome through behaviourism.  

Both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation have a chance of coexisting here, where the             

step-by-step tasks are logarithmic in nature, and the aim is to actually discourage creativity. Users               

are themselves motivated by the desire of popcorn, and may percieve to have more autonomy by                

having the option of utilizing the application on a regular basis, eventually mastering the entire               

process, creating a sense of community belonging as a result. Simultaneously, both positive and              

negative reinforcement is potentially received from the application and the end result itself, always              

aiming for a perfect outcome. As it stands, the application needs to offer more feedback on a                 

step-by-step basis to better serve the reinforcement strategy, and further research and development             

will be needed to accomplish this endeavor. Finally, considering individual sensory preferences as             

presented by the VARK model, design needs to be tailored in such a way as to benefit the individual                   

experience, not bombarding users with guidance potentially resulting in confusion or information            

overload. 

 

When comparing current thesis with the AR usability research conducted by the Technical University              

of Munich[51], there are both similarities and distinct differences in regards to test group              

demographics, methodology and prototype design. Although both projects deal with cognitively           



impared candidates, both the age group, specific medical conditions and affordances for operating             

digital equipment are different. 

Both research projects had a user-centered focus during prototype development, but the            

test equipment utilized were different. Rohrbach et al. developed a more extensive design for the               

Microsoft Hololens, rather than opting for a potentially more familiar tablet or smartphone.             

Feedback given on the Hololens suggests that it may be too heavy and uncomfortable as well as                 

. 

 

 

 

unfamiliar, but the head gear did allow for both hands to operate tasks at all times, as opposed to                   

utilizing a tablet. 

The approach of utilizing AR to provide virtual instructions is also a common theme, but               

Rohrbach et al. chose a graphical presentation further to the left on Milgram's Reality-Virtuality              

continuum[26]. Their approach centered around freely floating animations, detached from the           

actual appliance, while this thesis offered a superimposed alternative. Both approaches have their             

advantages and disadvantages in terms of testing and eventual implementation. Separate shown            

animations may be more applicable towards other appliance brands with the same operation             

outline, but can also result in confusion when procedure is to be replicated on the actual appliance                 

as stated in their report. The superimposed AR solution (augmented virtuality) provided in this thesis               

may prove to better relate towards cognitive impared users, but both the development process may               

be more demanding, as well as the design having a narrower field of utilization. 

Performance during trials between the two projects cannot be subjected to direct            

comparison as such, but there are similarities as to participant behaviour and performance, as well               

as feedback received after testing. A common denominator for both research projects were             

participant confusion and impatience during test conduct, as well as the feedback given on sensory               

preferences during post interviews. 

5.2 Evaluating Human-centered Design Process 

Personal recommendations for supervisors involved in the thesis, were based on their expertise             

within interaction design and ICT technology implementation towards healthcare, which proved           

valuable during project progression and eventual expert testing. 

The UX design process eventually became more comprehensive than initially anticipated,           

due to limited user group access, thus more focus was put on refining the prototype design. This                 

gave an opportunity to better understand interaction design in context of the thesis use case, as well                 

as the contribution value such processes can provide when developing prototypes for scientific             

research. This may be especially relevant when test subjects suffer from various conditions and              

degrees of cognitive impairment, where a profiled user-centered group design could affect the test              

outcome and consequently the overall conclusion.  

The methodology provided within the UX design framework greatly helped to plan and             

structure the entire development process, as well as to highlight important aspects to consider              

during progression. Guidelines provided detailed instructions as to how to bring conceptualized            



ideas from paper form to eventual fully operational applications through various forms of prototype              

testing.  
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5.3 Findings in Relation to the Hypothesis 

Validating the hypothesis without access to the actual user group, nor the ability to perform user                

tests on an acceptable number of test participants, made for a less than desired project outcome.                

However, based on preliminary research, tests performed, and the quantitative and qualitative            

feedback from participants, indicators point towards conclusions that can be taken into account             

pending further research on the topic. 

First research question addressed whether or not candidates in the targeted user group had              

sufficient technical proficiency to utilize hardware platforms and eventually run the developed            

application. Preliminary interviews involving caretakers suggest that digital equipment such as           

smartphones and tablets are frequently used, due to ease of accessing software with information              

and navigation often presented with symbols rather than text. Many apps seem to conform with the                

affordances of the target group, to the point that tablets and smartphones have become              

indispensable in their daily lives. Based on the frequent utilization described by caretakers, data              

suggest that the target group possess sufficient technical knowledge to operate the developed             

application. 

Second research question involved candidates' ability to comprehend and utilize the AR            

technology. According to the caretakers and parents of mentally disabled, gaming was a primary              

leisure activity for some, but they had little knowledge on what type of games that were played.                 

However, mentioned games like Pokemon GO[34] and Harry Potter:Wizards Unite[35] sounded           

familiar, suggesting that candidates may have prior experience with applications projecting graphical            

overlays through real world video footage. Assumed knowledge level should therefore be sufficient             

for utilizing the application, especially considering that trials performed showed even test subjects             

with little knowledge of AR quickly adjusting to the software technology. 

Determining whether or not the application results in correct task completion, asked by the              

third research question, requires actual prototype trials on the targeted user group. Trials conducted              

suggest that both candidates with a high and low level of technical expertise, aging from twenty to                 

sixty years of age, are apt to follow instructions provided by the tested application on first tryout. A                  

total of 9 out of 10 tests were conducted successfully, with the failed cause determined to be an                  

error of the application, and later corrected through prototype revision. Age did seem to affect the                

required time to complete the task, as group two on average required 36 percent longer than group                 

one. Feedback received suggests that performance would improve for all candidates if put through a               



second and third test, making them more familiar with the application framework. Additional             

revisions to the prototype, taking individual capabilities and affordances into account, would make             

the design ever more usable. Nevertheless, without direct testing, and only speculative feedback as              

to the benefits of the application towards the targeted group, the third research question remains               

unanswered. 
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Based on current findings, addressing the research questions pertaining to the proposed            

hypothesis, thesis validation remains inconclusive. However, data collected does suggest that AR            

technology has benefits as an assistive technology towards daily activities, provided the design is              

proven usable by the individual. Further research is therefore recommended, in order to determine              

both the validity of the hypothesis, as well as the extent of support AR technology can provide                 

towards the mentally disabled.  

5.4 Forecasting Future Potential 

Reviewing the current research literature available on AR implementation towards the cognitive            

impared is for the time being a scarce commodity, and should be investigated further as both                

software and hardware platforms are evolving rapidly. Combining AR features with sensors and             

artificial intelligence algorithms will allow the software to give feedback on user actions. Better              

optical hardware, CPU processing power as well as optimized software detection algorithms will             

make for a more realistic and stable experience. User data collection and pattern analysis may set                

the stage for tailored content to better meet individual needs and expectations.  

At a certain point, the practicality of making AR solutions toward appliances needs to be               

addressed, as well as a strategy for optimizing development of such support. It is one thing to                 

develop a specific AR solution for one person, and another when dealing with an institution or a                 

group of users that operate the exact same household appliance. Eventually, companies that             

produce appliances towards world market demand, would be best equipped for the task, already              

possessing both the digital design and expert knowledge on product functions. 

As for the current developed prototype, future progress should involve evaluation and            

revision according to heuristic findings addressed by the expert panel before tests on the targeted               

user group commences. As practised by Rohrbach et al.[52], the test should be performed several               

times in order to measure any improvement in conduct by each participant. All in all, as the                 

hypothesis is not currently validated, further research is recommended to determine if AR support              

can make a difference as an assistive technology to support activities of daily living for the mentally                 

disabled. 
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6 Conclusion 
This masters’ thesis has presented the research, workflow and findings relating to development of              

an Augmented Reality application, meant as support for the mentally disabled. Preliminary research             

gave both an overview of the potential for the technology towards healthcare, as well as confirming                

relevant learning theory and application design strategy. 

During the prototype development process, UX design became a central theme, shaping the             

application to better accommodate the needs of the intended user group. The human-centered             

design process helped to get into the mindset of potential stakeholders, giving insight on the context                

of use and structure requirements accordingly. Preliminary prototype testing and expert panel            

feedback resulted in system iterations that improved the overall design. Furthermore, quantitative            

and qualitative feedback during these tests strengthened the notion that an AR guidance could              

present benefits as an assistive technology towards performing daily activities. 

The final leg of the masters’ program proved to be a formidable challenge, but nevertheless               

an invaluable experience that resulted in knowledge gained on both AR technology, as well as the                

implementation potential within the healthcare sector. Although the final stretch of research            

involving prototype testing towards the targeted user group proved impractical due to a national              

and regional lockdown, preliminary findings showed promising potential requiring further          

investigation.  

As a result, the hypothesis set forth by this thesis, involving utilization of AR technology as an                 

assistive tool to guide the mental disabled, remains unvalidated for the time being. Further research               

on the topic is encouraged to determine the extent of which AR can provide practical guidance                

toward the intended user group. Multiple user trials is also recommended, in order to measure,               

increased competence and potential behavioural change among the participants. 
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